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Start with your figures made up and secured in your preferred way. Sometimes

I stick them to the bases, sometimes I pin them through the feet and stick

them into corks, sometimes I stick them onto a piece of sprue. Here they have

had some groundwork made with bluetac, covered in white glue and sprinkled

with sand and a few pieces of cat litter pushed in. Add any scenic details you

like, I used a knife and a skull out of the spares box.

Step 1. Prime in grey automotive primer. I use Halfords grey car primer from

an aerosol. Let it dry. I have found it is possible to paint directly onto the plas-

tic. If you go down this route I would recommend plenty of clear varnish over

the top to stop the colors rubbing off in the future - especially if you use your

figures for gaming.

Step 2. First mix up the paint. Sounds obvious - but with

contrast colors this is critical for all the elements to combine.

If you don’t mix the contents the paint will not work as it is

meant to. I put in a BB and shake like mad. If there’s white

on the bottom of your pot keep shaking until its gone.
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TOP TIP.Changing your 
colors into dropper
bottles stops them
drying out quicker
and prevent nastyspills!

Step 3. I prefer to paint a bit of flesh colour first. YOU 

don’t have to. I just like the look. Again doesn’t matter 

what colour - just a flesh colour. I used GW KISLEV FLESH

LAYER in TWO thin coats as it has a plaer look to it.
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Step 4. Now WITHOUT ANY THINNER load your brush* and carefully put

the contrast colour on top of your primer. Do ONE quick coat and once its

on don’t touch it. It starts to dry immediately and you will get marks in it. If

you do get tide or brush marks in it don’t worry, later stages will take care

of them. If you put on too much on wick it off with your brush. You want to

‘stain’ the grey primer and allow a bit of color to ‘pool’ in the recesses.

* ‘load your brush’ - Don’t put too much paint in your brush. You want

just enough for the color to flow smoothly off your brush - but not too

much to collect and pool around the bottom of the figure. 

NOTE: Don’t worry if

you make a mistake or

splash contrast paint

everywhere. Get out

some grey paint and

tidy up ready to start

again. However small

amounts of colour

aren’t an issue as later

colors and stages will

cover them anyway. 

Oi - I don’t

like blue!
Thank you.

Step 5. The dogs

were primed with

the same grey and 

liberally coated with

various greys and

browns. I tried to

vary the tones of

fur. Eyes were 

dotted in with GW

BLACK TEMPLAR

CONTRAST and

the tongues given a

dab of GW KISLEV

FLESH layer.
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Step 6. Once you have painted all of your base colors its time to decide

what patterns (if any) to use on your uniforms. I did some simple tartan

and faux celtic pattern on the bottom of the tunic. Use your own refer-

ences and go slowly. Remember if you make a mistake basecoat with

some GW GREY SEER and reapply your pattern. You will find that pale

contrast colors will not cover darker colors so you may need to add lighter

colors from a traditional paint. When all the main painting is finished, I like

to go over the figure and add some GW NULN OIL into all the recesses to

increase shadow. You can use this to reinforce some of the creases in

materials too. Be careful as this goes on very transparent but dries darker.
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Step 7. Finally add some highlights - use your figure mix with a tiny amount

of GW GREYSEER base, once mixed they become a bit more opaque al-

lowing you to touch in on your model where you would like highlights to go -

such as the top of the sleeves and on the back of the jacket etc. YOU can

add more GW WRAITHBONE to make it lighter. You should find this will

also cover any nasty pooling or tide marks. Now is the time to add all the

small details like mud/blood splatters and wounds. Also add your metallic

colors now like jewellery and weapons.
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...with a few more steps take your figure to the next level!
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Step 8. There are lots of

ways to make bases.

Quick, simple and cheap

is my way. For these

bases I built up Blutack

around the figure bases.

Once happy with this I

cover the base with PVA

glue. I use Evo-stick

wood adhesive! Then

cover the base with a

fine sand, mud from the

garden or crushed cat

litter (un-used of

course). Let it dry and then paint it with GW TYPHUS CORROSION.

When that is dry in a minute or two drybrush on several coats of GW ZAN-

DRI DUST allowing the color to build up gradually. Then wash it with GW

AGRAX EARTHSHADE to give it some depth. Then that has dried, deco-

rate it with your favourite foliage and accessories. I use tufts that I bought

off E-bay. YOU can use whatever YOU like. Once YOU are happy stick

your figures to the base (if you haven’t already) using a quick drying glue

(like superglue).

...STOP - IT FINISHED! - now matt varnish it*

* I put in a tiny amount of GW ZANDRI DUST into my matt varnish and air-

brush the whole figure in a light coat of dust. You can build up the effect

around the boots. Again be subtle - don’t over do it.
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Rapid Painting Guide - Quick Reference

GW 
Cadian
Flesh
Layer

GW 
Guilliman

Flesh
Contrast

Militarum
Green

Contrast

GW 
Leadbelcher

Metallic

GW Nuln
Oil Shade

GW 
Typhus

Corrosion
Technical

GW 
Space

Wolves Grey
Contrast

GW 
Snakebite
Leather
Contrast

GW 
Black 

Templar
Contrast

GW 
Blood for the

Blood God
Technical

+

Over Grey
Primer
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GW 
Wyldwood

Contrast

GW 
Goregrunta Fur

Contrast

GW 
Gold

Metallic


